Introduction
While the global human population continues to grow, the regions most impacted by this growth are urban areas, where half of the human population already resides [1] . This urban growth fragments and eliminates the surrounding natural habitat, and can have negative effects on local flora and fauna [2, 3] . From an eco-evolutionary perspective, the urban fragmentation model of gene flow predicts populations become isolated because natural corridors are fragmented by urbanization, which reduces dispersal and gene flow [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These isolated patches are vulnerable to increased genetic drift, reduced genetic diversity within patches and increased genetic differentiation among them [3] . However, urban adapters, which thrive in urban habitats and can be pests of human health concern [11, 12] , may use these novel urban habitats and human transportation as corridors to increase dispersal [13] . In this respect, the alternative urban facilitation model of gene flow predicts populations become more connected because of these artificial corridors [13] . These urban adapters are models for understanding the evolutionary success of urban adaptation juxtaposed with the many conflicting accounts of urbanization; however, there is a paucity of population genetic studies that have focused on these models. Additionally, urban population genetic studies have traditionally focused either on fine-scale, within single-city patterns of gene flow [14 -16] or on broad-scale global, between-city patterns [17] [18] [19] . A perspective that bridges fine-and broad-scale patterns of urban connectivity is necessary given the growing realization that cities are not replicates of the processes that lead to urban adaptation [20, 21] .
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Across broad scales, cities have some similarities, such as buildings and impervious surfaces, because they have been designed specifically to meet the needs of humans [2] ; however, the extent to which heterogeneity both within and between cities impacts genetic connectivity is unclear [9, 10, 20] . Urban population genetic studies have been dominated by analyses within temperate ecosystems and in older, developed cities [21] , where urban expansion is typically upon the backbone of landscapes that are humanmodified [22, 23] . However, more than any other region of the USA, urban expansion has been significantly rapid in the west [24] . This urban growth is unique because much of the increased urban area is built upon natural landscapes, and these have the highest increase in human population size in the USA. In fact, the southwestern USA is further unique as an urban model in that growth is in arid regions where supplemental water use and increased artificial urban heat island temperatures greatly impact local biodiversity [25 -27] . These new urban models are suitable habitats for invasive urban adapters, and thus, as urban areas continue to rapidly grow, we need to determine how they impact genetic connectivity among urban adapter populations.
In characterizing evolutionary changes on multiple spatial scales, interdisciplinary approaches in landscape, population and evolutionary genetics have emerged that provide measures of how gene flow moves across the network as a whole [28 -30] . Additional social network approaches that compare fine-and broad-scale connectivity increase our understanding of how cities act as a biological network with connections that not only fragment but also facilitate gene flow among them [31] . From a classical population genetic perspective, when gene flow is sufficiently high between populations, genetic diversity within individual populations can be maintained at higher levels [32, 33] . While previous studies have characterized dispersal patterns of pest species and their associated patterns of genetic diversity [17 -19,34] , the use of population genetic and social network analyses that specifically identify urban hubs of connectivity, which maintain genetic diversity and stable population structure, are critical for management of both endangered and pest species [35, 36] .
The western black widow spider, Latrodectus hesperus, is an ideal eco-evolutionary model for examining urban gene flow across both fine and broad scales. Our previous population genetic work [37] focused on this organism as it maintains a large geographical distribution across the arid western USA, inhabiting multiple urban and non-urban areas, and most importantly, is an urban adapter and pest with medical-relevance. Specifically, we and our colleagues have previously documented ecological differences between urban and non-urban L. hesperus for changes in fertility, behaviour, web-building and diet [38] [39] [40] , with dense aggregations in urban areas [40] , all of which have health concerns given its highly toxic, vertebrate-specific venom [41] . Our previous sampling of thousands of genome-wide mitochondrial and nuclear SNPs from 11 urban and 10 non-urban locales (i.e. sampled geographical locations, which are not necessarily biological 'populations') found urban-specific patterns of higher within-locale genetic diversity, lower between-locale genetic differentiation, and higher genetic connectivity, all of which are predicted by the urban facilitation model of gene flow. Additionally, we found that not all cities are highly connected, with specific urban hubs driving gene flow among historically isolated non-urban locales. While this previous study provided needed support for our understanding of urban facilitation models and urban pest adaptation, as previously noted, it is unclear how this higher gene flow on the urban landscape impacts genetic diversity and gene flow within different cities in the urban network.
Here, we combine fine-scale and broad-scale population genetic and social network analyses to test the hypothesis that levels of genetic diversity within and between locales are similar among urban areas. Alternatively, because we have previously documented patterns of higher population structure associated with non-urban compared to urban locales, and that some urban locales contribute significantly more to overall broad-scale genetic connectivity than others, we predict that cities more connected to the urban network will tend to have higher levels of within-city genetic diversity. We compare and contrast our previous broad-scale patterns of urban gene flow [37] with a new fine-scale locale sampling from within three southwestern US cities. Our application of social network analyses enables us to determine if patterns of fine-scale within-city genetic connectivity are consistent across multiple cities, as well as to determine whether these patterns are predicted by a city's connectivity to the overall network. Results from these population networks have implications for applied urban development, management of endangered and pest species diversity within and across cities, and human health management across different urban areas.
Methods (a) Sampling
The western black widow spider (L. hesperus) is a nocturnal webbuilding predator that is both asocial and highly cannibalistic in all life stages [39] . In urban areas, populations of western black widow spiders are typically densely aggregated in open xericlandscapes [39] , whereas their non-urban distribution is very patchy and isolated associated with arid, rocky-outcrops and dry river-bed banks that are highly sheltered [42] . In considering these distributions and the difficulty in access to western black widow spider habitat, we use our previously published samples [37] across the entire geographical range as our 'broad-scale sample', with an extensive within-city sampling from multiple urban areas as our 'fine-scale sample' added here (figure 1; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Specifically, the broad-scale analyses include the Miles et al. [37] data from 11 urban and 10 non-urban locales, with 10 individuals from each locale, for a total of 210 individuals. The fine-scale analyses are composed of three urban areas from the southwestern USA in Albuquerque (NM), Las Vegas (NV) and Phoenix (AZ), and each urban area includes 10 individuals from each of 10 urban locales and 1 non-urban locale, for a total of 330 individuals from the three urban areas. We based this current study on these three urban areas because they each included one urban and one non-urban locale in close proximity from our Miles et al. [37] dataset. Thus, with this overlap of 3 urban and 3 non-urban locales between the broad-and fine-scale samples, overall, we have a combined dataset of 480 individuals from 48 (38 urban and 10 non-urban) locales. Each locale included a sample area of approximately 0.5 km 2 . Males are significantly smaller and rarely found; thus, our sample is almost all females (fewer than 10 males). All individuals were placed in 90% EtOH and stored at 2208C before DNA extraction.
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These three southwestern US cities are similarly located within an arid landscape, with recent human population and geographical size expansion. However, they also have varying urbanization histories for the southwest with respect to colonization time, geographical size and human population size [24] , with which to contrast the impact of urbanization on genetic connectivity within urban areas (figure 1). Albuquerque is the smallest and oldest of the three cities founded in 1706, and covers 490 km 2 with a current human population of 560 000; Las Vegas is the most recently founded in 1905, covers 1600 km 2 , and is one of the fastest growing metropolitan areas with a population of 1.9 million; Phoenix is the largest of the three, having been founded in 1881, covers 235 000 km 2 and has a population of 4.5 million as the 12th largest metropolitan area in the USA. Although the population size of Albuquerque has remained relatively small, likely due to it being bounded by the Sandia Mountains on the east and Native American land on the west, Phoenix and Las Vegas have been two of the fastest-growing metropolitan areas, expanding over 45% in the last 30 years [24] .
(b) Data collection
Genomic DNA was extracted from tissue dissected from one front and one hind leg of each spider using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). We collected genome-wide nuclear DNA (nuDNA) sequence fragments by generating reduced representation, double-digest RAD-sequencing (ddRADseq) libraries according to a previously published protocol [43] . Extracted DNA was digested with MseI and EcoRI (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA), ligated with adapters containing Illumina amplification and sequencing primers and unique barcodes [43] , and then PCR amplified. Barcoded individuals were pooled (20 per library), then size selected using gel electrophoresis for fragments ranging from 300-500 bp.
Fragments were excised and purified using QIAquick Gel Extraction Kits (Qiagen). Each library was sequenced in one lane of an Illumina HiSeq 4000 (150 bp, single end) at the VCU Nucleic Acids Research Facility.
The STACKS v.1.44 de novo pipeline [44, 45] was used to demultiplex, quality filter, and call genotypes with the following programs' parameters set to default unless otherwise noted: process_radtags, ustacks, cstacks, sstacks and populations. process_radtags demultiplexed reads and filtered for both quality and the presence of barcodes, then trimmed reads to 90 bp in length. The ustacks minimum number of reads was set at m ¼ 5. The cstacks default for the number of mismatches allowed between 'tags' or fragments is 2 or less. We set this value to 5 or less as the high amount of genetic diversity previously reported for L. hesperus [37] predicts that multiple fragments would be generated with higher mismatches to the catalog if the default was used. The populations minimum coverage was set to 5Â per allele for each individual; we retained loci that were sequenced in at least half of the individuals in each locale (r ¼ 0.5) and represented in at least 5 locales (approx. 10%; p ¼ 5). For analyses not dependent upon estimates of nucleotide site diversity (e.g. population structure), only one SNP per fragment was randomly sampled as a standard way to reduce impact of linkage disequilibrium and selection. Genotype data were exported from STACKS in each of the formats needed for analyses.
(c) Data analysis
Estimates of genetic diversity within and between cities, within and between non-urban locales, and between urban and nonurban locales within urban areas were performed. Estimates of genetic diversity were calculated as the average number of pairwise differences ( p), the number of polymorphic sites (S), and the distributions reflecting contrasts between these two (Tajima's ). We used standard pairwise F ST measures of overall genetic differentiation between all locales, as well as for measures of genetic differentiation among urban locales within each city to contrast across cities. As in Dyer et al. [47] , we used a permutation analysis with an in-house script in R to test for significant differences in F ST , as these pairwise distributions lack normality and independence. We randomly sampled pairwise F ST values (n ¼ 1000) to simulate null distributions of that expected for within-locale and between-locale differentiation. Observed F ST values were compared to these distributions to determine, for example, whether the amount of genetic differentiation among sampled locales within a city was statistically similar across the three cities given the level of genetic differentiation among the three cities.
To examine hierarchical partitioning of genetic variance within and between cities, we performed an AMOVA in R v. 3.4.4 using the adonis function in the vegan v. 2.5-1 package [48] . To identify potential population clustering, principal component analyses (PCA) were performed in the gstudio v. 1.5.0 R package [49] . The PCAs were performed for each of the three urban areas individually including their non-urban locale, as well as for the combined broad-scale and fine-scale samples of a total of 48 locales. We also used the Bayesian clustering algorithm, fastSTRUCTURE [50] with 20 iterations for each K cluster. CLUMPAK [51] was used to summarize the output, which was visualized using DISTRUCT [52] .
Genetic connectivity among sampled locales was determined from the conditional genetic distance statistic cGD [29] , which is estimated from the genetic covariance among locales. This measure of genetic covariance derived from all locales can be visualized as a population graph or 'popgraph' using the popgraph v. 1.5 R package [53] , where nodes represent sampled locales, and edges represent genetic connections among locales. Popgraph topology is not only a visualization of cGD as genetic covariance but also of social network parameters that define the popgraph. Our application of a social network model evaluates genetic relationships among locales and relative contributions of key 'actors' using mathematical graph theory [31] . This model visually represents gene flow among all sampled locales to identify hubs of higher connectivity on the landscape. Social network node-specific parameters including closeness, degree, betweenness and eigenvector centrality were estimated from popgraphs using the popgraph R package. 'Closeness' evaluates the extent to which a locale is genetically similar to all other locales in the network, where higher closeness values indicate higher genetic distance between a locale and other locales in the network. 'Degree' is the absolute number of genetic connections a locale has with other locales in the network, where lower degree values may indicate a locale is more relatively isolated from locales in the network. 'Betweenness' is the sum of the shortest connections, where higher betweenness values indicate a locale has relatively more paths that flow through it from other locales. Finally, eigenvector 'centrality' reflects the extent to which each locale is centrally located as a hub of genetic connectivity, and reflects a sum of the other popgraph parameters here. Altogether, we interpret lower values of 'closeness' and higher values of 'degree', 'betweenness' and 'centrality' as indicative of greater gene flow. To test competing hypotheses, a popgraph was generated for each of the three urban areas of the fine-scale sample, independently, as well as for the combined overall 48 locale dataset. As above, we used permutation analyses to test for significant differences within and among popgraph topologies and parameters within them.
From a spatial perspective, patterns of gene flow, even on a fine spatial scale within cities, may be due to geographical distance when dispersal distance is low, and this is typically expected in web-building spiders [54] . Therefore, we tested a standard isolation-by-distance (IBD) model for each of the three cities. As this analysis is specifically contrasting patterns of gene flow within and across cities, we excluded the non-urban sample from each of the three analyses. Euclidean geographical distances were estimated from latitude and longitude coordinates using the fields v. 9.6 R package [55] , and genetic distances were calculated as cGD (see above). Mantel tests were performed on the geographical and genetic distances in R. To compare with this analysis of geographical distance, we also used percent impervious surface (PIS) as a standard resistance distance proxy [9, 21, 23] for the degree of urbanization (national land cover database: https://www.mrlc.gov/finddata. php). As in Dyer et al. [47] , we performed a permutation analysis using the gstudio R package to test for significant relationships between PIS and genetic connectivity. In the permutation analysis, each sampled locale, or node, was fixed on the landscape of the popgraph. The connections among the nodes, or edges of the popgraph, were overlaid on the raster maps of PIS to generate the observed mean and variance resistance distances. We simulated 1000 popgraphs with the observed number of nodes fixed on the landscape and the edges randomized among these popgraphs to generate a null distribution for both the mean and variance of PIS. Statistical significance was assessed by determining the probability of the observed popgraph values compared to our simulated distributions.
Results (a) Within and between city genetic diversity and differentiation
After initial quality filtering, the dataset included 1.9 million SNPs for the broad-scale and fine-scale samples of the overall 48 locales. When additional population parameters in STACKS were applied, greater than 85 000 SNPs were retained with an average read depth of 10Â coverage at each locus. Estimates of western black widow spider genetic diversity in the entire sample (electronic supplementary material, AMOVA resulted in 8.2% variance explained by city and 20.4% variance explained by locale, with the remaining 71.4% among individuals. That is, the majority of the genetic variance is found among individuals, and overall, more genetic variance is found among locales within cities than is found between cities.
(b) Population structure of urban and non-urban locales
The first 10 PCs for each urban area account for 52% (Albuquerque), 44% (Las Vegas) and 47% (Phoenix) of the genetic variance among individuals (figure 2). The previous PCA of the broad-scale sample had shown significant independent non-urban clusters, with the majority of urban individuals forming a single cluster [37] . With the independent PCAs of the fine-scale samples, we see that each of the three urban areas show a pattern of no clustering of specific urban locales, and apparent clustering for the non-urban individuals, with Phoenix showing the strongest cluster. In the combined PCA of 48 locales, the locales for each of the three cities show some weak clustering in PC1-2 (29% variance explained). Most of the variance among the three cities in PC1-2, as well as that seen for other PCs, is largely explained by Albuquerque locales (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). We could not reject K ¼ 1 for any of the fastSTRUCTURE analyses, whether applied to the broadscale, fine-scale, or individual city samples. Thus, both the PC and fastSTRUCTURE analyses were consistent with each other in finding little evidence of overall population structure or specific population clustering.
(c) Genetic connectivity across urban and non-urban locales
For our popgraph analyses, the number of edges or connections do not significantly differ among the three cities' figure S4) . However, the measures of cGD and 'closeness' are statistically significantly higher in Albuquerque and Phoenix than in Las Vegas (electronic supplementary material, table S4). Each of the three cities' popgraphs have contrasting patterns of 'betweenness' such that this parameter is significantly different between all three cities (electronic supplementary material, table S4). Specifically, the Albuquerque popgraph has one locale (BEL) with the highest betweenness value, whereas Las Vegas has nearly each node equally weighted, and Phoenix has two equally weighted locales (BRO and GCC) that have the highest value (electronic supplementary material, table S5). When combining all 48 locales into one popgraph (figure 3), Albuquerque locales have the highest connection distances (least 'central') from all other locales in the network, whereas, Phoenix and Las Vegas locales are centrally connected with all other urban locales in the broad-scale sample. Except for the Albuquerque non-urban locale, non-urban locales are peripherally linked outside of the network and are primarily connected only via urban locales, which make up the core of the overall network. The analysis of 'centrality' identified ERN (Las Vegas), CHU (Albuquerque) and BUC (Phoenix) as the top three major hubs of connectivity in the entire network. On the other hand, non-urban locales have the least influence on connectivity in the overall network; in fact, 7 of the 10 non-urban locales sampled have the lowest 'centrality' of all 48 locales in the network (electronic supplementary material, figure S5 ). For our PIS resistance distance analyses, the mean and variance for PIS in each of the three cities could not significantly explain the observed popgraph topologies (electronic supplementary material, figure S6 ), which reflect genetic connectivity among locales within each city.
Discussion
Our previous work on the western black widow spider as an urban pest model documented population genetic signatures consistent with the urban facilitation model of gene flow on a broad geographical scale, yet it raised questions about whether this model explains patterns of genetic diversity on fine-scales within cities [37] . Many studies have focused on fine-scale sampling of a single city and its surrounding areas to document genetic diversity and gene flow patterns in testing hypotheses about impacts of urbanization [14 -19] . Here, we used a unique analysis of fine-scale sampling of western black widow spider genetic variation from three southwestern US cities in combination with our previous broad-scale urban and non-urban sampling. The primary observation is that urban areas have significantly different patterns of connectivity to the overall network that generate contrasting patterns of within-and between-city genetic diversity for different cities. We discuss these results as they challenge the use of cities as replicates of urban eco-evolution, and have implications for conservation and human health in a rapidly growing urban habitat.
(a) Genetic diversity and population structure
The observations of significantly higher within-locale genetic diversity, lower between-locale genetic diversity, and most interestingly, higher connectivity among 11 urban locales compared to 10 non-urban locales were all patterns consistent with the urban facilitation model [10, 13] for our previous analysis of western black widow spiders [37] . These patterns are overall consistent with the fine-scaled analyses of 30 locales from three southwestern US cities, whether independently analysed or in combination with the previous broad-scale sample. This result indicated at the outset that broad-scale and fine-scale analyses were not reflecting different general urban evolutionary forces. The various analyses of population structure were consistent with each other, and with the urban facilitation model, in showing no evidence of population clustering at any level. In fact, the hierarchical variance analysis of these broad-scale and finescale samples shows that overall, urban-facilitated gene flow both within and among cities results in more genetic differentiation among locales within cities than is found between cities. As we have previously noted [37] , these patterns should be expected in emerging studies as signatures of urban-facilitated gene flow for urban adapter and pest species of human health concern [17 -19] .
(b) Genetic connectivity across the population network
Underlying this urban facilitation model, the most interesting find here is the significant heterogeneity among the fine-scale city samples. Specifically, the locales sampled from within each of Las Vegas and Phoenix show similar levels of within-and between-locale genetic diversity, similar population clustering, and significantly higher genetic connectivity to the overall network. However, Albuquerque has significantly lower within-locale and higher betweenlocale diversity compared to these same measures in the other two cities. In fact, Albuquerque locales share patterns more in common with the 11 geographically distributed non-urban locales, which appear to have been relatively isolated with lower within-locale diversity and higher population structure [37] , and show significantly reduced connectivity to the urban network at large from the popgraph of all 48 locales. Thus, while urban and non-urban areas are different with respect to genetic diversity, even urban areas cannot be classified as a single group with respect to effects of urbanization. Our previous broad-scale analysis first revealed that certain urban areas act as 'drivers' of the overall higher genetic connectivity of the western black widow spider population network, with surprisingly, even non-urban locales being more connected via urban areas [37] . With the popgraph analysis of the overall 48 locales here, our fine-scale samples are consistent with this initial observation, yet now reveal how urban areas specifically drive connectivity. For example, our social network analysis finds that while Las Vegas and Phoenix locales overall are highly connected to the network, there are multiple locales within Phoenix identified as 'hubs' of connectivity, whereas, locales within Las Vegas each similarly impact gene flow. Alternatively, Albuquerque locales, which overall are significantly more disconnected from the network, includes one hub, and this hub simply connects the other nine Albuquerque locales to the network. Therefore, while certain urban hubs are impacting the network of urban and non-urban locales on the whole, other urban hubs connect only peripheral locales, albeit loosely, to the network. These results reveal one of the powerful characteristics of using conditional genetic distances (cGD) in that the addition or removal of populations alters the covariance across the network [30, 57, 58] , as seen from contrasts of individual-city popgraphs to the overall popgraph. Thus, social network analyses are ideally suited for investigating evolutionary changes across multiple urban environments, in modelling how the applied management of specific urban hubs may alter and possibly create corridors across spatial scales.
Given the underlying urban facilitation model here, we may predict that broad-and fine-scale patterns of urban genetic connectivity predict patterns of within-urban area genetic diversity, which can be a long-term measure of sustainability [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In testing this hypothesis in the 38 urban locales, we initially find a negative correlation between connectivity (using the parameter betweenness) and genetic diversity. However, this analysis revealed multiple statistical outliers with high genetic diversity that all coincidentally have the lowest measures of connectivity of all 38 locales. In fact, when these three outliers were removed, the correlation became significantly positive (r 2 ¼ 0.20, p , 0.01). The outlier locales are all from the broad-scale sample (BLY, DAV, DEN; electronic supplementary material, table S3), and reflect different human population and geographical sizes. Thus, this observation reveals that while a proportion of western black widow spider genetic diversity within urban locales can be predicted by connectivity to the network, underlying this correlation is significant heterogeneity among urban areas that reveals multiple 'urban signatures'. More to the point, several designated 'urban' areas (e.g. Albuquerque) mimic even non-urban areas in that they have similarly low levels of genetic diversity and connectivity due to their isolation on the landscape. Thus, while urbanization appears to facilitate gene flow among even geographically distant locales (as evidenced by the IBD results), some urban locales do show the effects of reduced connectivity, further rejecting urban areas as simple replicates of the same urbanization process.
(c) The urban facilitation model of gene flow and its implications
Under an urban facilitation model of gene flow, it has often been proposed that the similarities among cities, such as human population size, canopy cover and human transportation networks, can be dispersal corridors [10, 13, [21] [22] [23] .
Our previous investigation of human population size [37] and this study's investigation of PIS as potential drivers of genetic connectivity for broad-and fine-scale samples, respectively, revealed no significant results for the western black widow spider. However, the contrast in patterns of connectivity across scales shown here further emphasizes the importance of identifying corridors and barriers that evolve differently, especially for cities that vary in size, timing and magnitude of human habitation. For example, while PIS was not a significant predictor of within-city connectivity, we note that not only are the PIS distributions different rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20181224 among cities, but they do not show a predictable pattern (i.e. cities with high PIS do not have the lowest genetic connectivity). Thus, in continuing to characterize patterns of genetic connectivity among multiple urban areas for multiple organisms, only then will we successfully model how landscape features, which are typically implicated in driving urban gene flow [10,13,21 -23] , interact both within and across cities. As a final point of consideration, urban-facilitated gene flow is predicted to sweep an 'urban ecotype' across not only urban areas, but into non-urban areas as well [59, 60] . While our previous broad-scale analyses hinted at this speculation, our popgraph network analyses here find that only specific urban locales may have the opportunity to drive and spread phenotypes into specific urban and non-urban locales (i.e. a standard source -sink dynamic). This model would predict that we would see divergent phenotypes between urban and non-urban environments, as well as potentially multiple independent urban and non-urban phenotypes, depending on the strengths of local adaptation and connectivity in the network [61] . For example, our group has already documented western black widow spider behavioural differences between urban and non-urban habitats, where urban spiders are significantly more densely aggregated and are more aggressive towards prey and conspecifics [39, 40] , as well as gene expression differences among urban habitats related to metabolism and fertility (L.S.M. & B.C.V. 2018, unpublished data). With respect to certain urban pests like the western black widow spider, it is clear that knowledge of the dynamics of the urban network (e.g. hubs) could pave the way for urban management decisions. For example, while variation in certain phenotypes, such as behaviour and egg densities, across cities may imply one set of managing practices, variation across cities in other phenotypes with higher health impact, such as venom type and delivery, would impose far more attention to multiple management plans. Thus, as the field of urban eco-evolution is focused on characterizing the adaptive traits that define invasion into human habitats, it must consider not only how these traits differ from ancestral habitats, but also how multiple urban ecotypes emerge in response to the heterogeneity of urbanization selective pressures on different spatial scales.
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